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Easy-to-follow instructions and measured drawings for creating 25 charming little
wind-driven toys — from the simple Baking a Pie whirligig to the Woman at the
Computer to various weathervanes. For all levels of ability.
Provides detailed drawings and patterns, parts lists, construction photographs,
and step-by-step instructions for making twenty-two wooden toys
This guide to making wooden sundials gently leads beginning diallists into
sundial lore and construction. Novice craftsmen who can wield a saw, woodburning pen, matte knife, sandpaper and a few other simple tools can make five
different kinds of sundials; plans are flexible and allow for embellishment,
alteration, variety of materials. Precalculated templates can be removed from the
book and carbon-paper-transferred to wood.
Complete directions and patterns for creating Danny the Dinosaur, Doctor
Doolittle, Johnny Appleseed, Dancing Sailor, Coo-Coo Bird, and over 25 other
delightful projects.
Provides step-by-step instructions for weaving chair seats from cane, rush, Hong
Kong grass, rope, twine, and splints, and discusses useful equipment and
supplies
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With one sheet of 4 x 8 plywood, home tools, and this book, you can build a
6-room, 36 x 13 x 26 dollhouse. No great skill needed. Over 40 diagrams and
photographs.
Supplies complete instructions for building wooden toys which are moved by the
wind and are in shapes such as rabbits, pirates, soldiers, and penguins
This guide brings together nearly 350 shop-tested tips found in "Fine
Woodworking" magazine--from storage solutions and surface preparation to
milling lumber and power-tool strategies to insights into clamping, gluing,
sharpening, finishing, and more.
They're playful and delightful, and they'll redefine your idea of what a toy can be!
These charming mechanical contraptions will surprise and engage anyone who
operates them-and they'll entice the creative woodworker too, because these
whirligigs are as much fun to make as to maneuver. Take Grandad's Night Out,
for example. Over 6000 kids have already wound up this wild and wonderful
gadget with its handsomely dressed dancing figure on a box. Musically inclined
woodworkers might make the pianist at his instrument. Turn the handle and his
hands move up and down the keys. The secret to these movable marvels:
propellers and other action-filled parts made from wood or metal. Full size
schematics and drawings, plus detailed written instructions, will guide you
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smoothly through building, carving, and assembling such enchanting projects as
Politically Incorrect Weather House (it contains a hygrometer to measure
humidity) and Mr. Muscles & Little Ms Threemore, two exercise buffs who will
work out for you!
Two men kidnap a mischievous boy and request a large ransom for his return.
Discusses techniques and tools needed to make wooden toys, and offers such
projects as yo-yos, building blocks, a rocking horse, and board games
Offers instructions for making twenty-eight wooden toys and includes drawings
and exploded views with detailed measurements.
Create unique whirligigs and other moving-part creations, traditional folk toys,
and unusual new designs out of wood.
The latest addition to Black Dog's best-selling Wisdom and Know-How series,
this complete, all-in-one, easy-to-follow resource, from the reliable experts at
Taunton Press, covers everything you need to know about woodworking, from
carving to building to finishes. Woodworking Wisdom & Know-How is the
essential go-to book for every woodworking project under the sun, from building
kitchen cabinets to refinishing a deck. Published in the same oversized,
comprehensive, winning format as the other books in Black Dog's Wisdom and
Know-How series, this book is organized by topics such as Types of Wood,
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Building a Workshop, Working and Finishing Wood, Design and Styles, and
Small and Large Projects. Each section is further broken down into chapters that
cover specific skills, projects, and crafts for both the beginner and the advanced
woodworker?Choosing Plywood, Cutting Dovetails, Building a Look-Inside
Birdhouse, Relief Carving, Constructing a Classic Bed, Handheld Power Tools,
Building a Cherry Chest of Drawers, Milling Lumber Four-Square, Fashioning a
Shaker- Style Clock, and much more. Chapters feature step-by-step instructions,
and an appendix of essential resources for supplies, tools, and materials is also
included. The text, sourced from Taunton Press's vast cache of projects and
woodworking advice is trusted, tried, and true. Other titles in the Know-How
Series, include: Survival Wisdom & Know-How (978-1-57912-753-4) Country
Wisdom & Know-How (978-1-57912-239-5) Natural Healing Wisdom & KnowHow (978-1-57912-800-5) Craft Wisdom & Know-How (978-1-57912-863-0)
Garden Wisdom & Know-How (978-1-57912-837-1)
Beautifully illustrated guide by a master woodcrafter presents 12 projects, with
mix-and-match suggestions for creating dozens of spoons and other implements.
Perfect for beginners, the book features clear, detailed directions.
More than two dozen traditional and original models of the wind-powered toys
known as whirligigs appear in this how-to manual. Easy-to-follow instructions,
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detailed illustrations.
THE WHIRLIGIG MAKER'S BOOK covers everything you need to know to get started in the
craft and hobby of making animated whirligigs. Materials, tools, and techniques are detailed
and full-size patterns and step-by-step instructions and illustrations are given for making fifteen
unique animated whirligigs: Dove; Folk Rooster; Flying Unicorn; Girl Gymnast; Penguins on
Teeter-Totter; Dancing Man; Unicycling Roadrunner; Carousel; Kids on Teeter-Totter;
Trampoline; Ferris Wheel; Unicyclist; Flying Duck; Acrobats; and Clown. The projects were
selected to introduce you to whirligig making and then take you on to an advanced skill level.
The Author Jack Wiley earned his Ph.D. from the University of Illinois in 1968, did exercise
physiology teaching and research, and has written fifty published books. Dr. Wiley first became
interested in making whirligigs in the late 1980s, and has designed and built hundreds of them
since then. THE WHIRLIGIG MAKER'S BOOK is the result of this interest and experience.
Mothers give birth in the borning room. The dying take their departure there. Outside the Lott
family's Ohio farmhouse, the Civil War rages, slavery falls, and the world marvels at the
wonder of electricity. Inside, within the walls of the borning room, Georgina Lott will experience
her life's greatest turnings. Across the years, she discovers womanhood and first love,
experiences the mourning that comes with loss, and, as did her mother and grandmother, at
last takes her place in the room as another precious life is about to begin.
With a basic skillset, some aspects of physics, and unique designs, woodworkers of all levels
will love this hands-on project guide. Build 10 creative whirligigs that progress in difficulty, from
simple propeller models to those with oscillating rods. With step-by-step instructions,
coordinating photography and helpful tips throughout, each design is playful and full of
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movement that will withstand weather corrosion. Projects include flying ducks, mermaids,
cyclists, and rowboats, pecking roosters, and more!
When sixteen-year-old Brent Bishop inadvertently causes the death of a young woman, he is
sent on an unusual journey of repentance, building wind toys across the land. In his most
ambitious novel to date, Newbery winner Paul Fleischman traces Brent's healing pilgrimage
from Washington State to California, Florida, and Maine, and describes the many lives set into
new motion by the ingenious creations Brent leaves behind. Paul Fleischman is the master of
multivoiced books for younger readers. In Whirligig he has created a novel about hidden
connections that is itself a wonder of spinning hearts and grand surprises.
A lesbian love story set during the Nazi occupation in Holland.
Create beautiful wooden animal portraits on the scroll saw with Woodworker's Pattern Book.
Realistic ready-to-use patterns are provided for 75 fascinating creatures, from exotic predators
to familiar backyard friends. Father and son scroll sawing team Wayne and Jacob Fowler have
based every design on their own extensive photographic studies of live animals, taken on
location in the wild, in zoos, and in nature preserves. Each animal can be cut as a single,
freestanding piece of wood. The authors include advice for beginners on getting started, with
expert scrolling tips and techniques plus advice on wood preparation, blade selection, cutting
strategy, finishing, and display options. A full color photo gallery will inspire you with the range
of impressive wildlife projects that you can complete with this book. 75 realistic, ready-to-use
patterns include: Big Cats * Alert Siberian Tiger * Mountain Lion * Cheetah Prowling * Jaguar
Resting * Watchful Leopard Predators * Snarling Wolf * Red Fox * Polar Bear * Black Bear with
Cubs * Florida Alligator Birds of Prey * Golden Eagle * Barn Owl with Mouse * Peregrine
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Falcon * Sparrow Hawk * Osprey with Dinner Backyard Animals * Big Horn Sheep * Black
Tailed Deer * Cottage Chipmunk * Eastern Massauga Rattlesnake * Jackrabbit Exotic Animals
* Cape Buffalo * Giraffe Mother and Child * Rhinoceros * Savannah Elephant * Peacock
Resplendent
Includes patterns and tips on materials, tools, assembly, painting, mounting, and more for
building weathervanes and whirligigs
The young girl pushes against the backseat of the family sedan, fighting to free herself from
the crude ties restricting her hands and feet. As the car speeds towards the edge of town, she
looks back at her family home, and watches in horror as it is suddenly engulfed in a mass of
flames. Trembling with fear, she turns towards the driver and hears only laughter. She knows
that the worst is yet to come... Detective Jenna Alton surveys the charred remains of the large
suburban home, stopping to pause at the three lifeless bodies of the Woods family. Jenna
knows she’s looking for a serial killer, but her priority is finding the missing teenage daughter
last seen on the night of the inferno. Days later, Sophie Wood’s body is discovered floating in
a shallow pool of crystal-clear water—known locally as Dead Man’s Drop—but Jenna still
doesn’t know who would target the quiet family in such a brutal attack. Delving into the
family’s past, she makes a shocking discovery—a link between the killer and someone
connected to her deputy David Kane. If Jenna is right and the killer is back and seeking
revenge, then she must act fast to keep her deputy safe. When another girl is taken, Jenna
and David follow the trail into a network of underground caves on the outskirts of town. With
little time before the killer claims his next victim, they race into the pitch-black tunnels, unsure
whether they have just walked into the killer’s trap. Can they find the girl in time and escape
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the caves without the killer chasing them down? If you like pulse-racing thrillers from Lisa
Regan, Melinda Leigh and Kendra Elliot, you will love this gripping new book from USA Today
bestselling author D.K. Hood. **Each Kane and Alton book can be read as part of the series or
as a standalone** What readers are saying about Promises in the Dark: “Wow. What a
fabulous read. D.K. has knocked it out of the park with this one. It was dark, dangerous, tense
and thrilling. I read it in one sitting.” Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars “TRIPLE WOW!!!… Amazing,
fabulous and in my opinion the best one yet.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Fast-paced and full
of action, just as I would expect from this author!… Filled to the brim with action and suspense,
this book will have you reading into the early hours!!” Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars “This
was spectacular and I just didn’t want it to end.” Sean’s Book Reviews, 5 stars “Oh my
goodness!… I binged on this brilliant book and didn’t stop until the last breath-taking
paragraph… Treat yourself and enjoy every terrifying twist and turn as you race through this
exhilarating, mind blowing book!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I was really looking forward to
reading Promises in the Dark and boy was it worth waiting for… Darker, grittier and more
thrilling.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “An amazing author… This one was gut gripping from the
start… Absolutely brilliant!!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Wow is all I can say… Seriously
speechless and excited for the next book.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “It quickly picks up
with a BOOM, well several of them… A fantastic read with twists that will keep you up past
bedtime.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “D.K. Hood has outdone herself this time, giving us one
of the most disturbing serial killers in recent memory.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Kept me on
the edge-of-my-seat and many heart-pounding moments throughout.” NetGalley reviewer, 5
stars “Darker and grittier, this is one of the best of the series!… The conclusion to this book is
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perfect.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “A great twist at the beginning and a very tense
ending.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

Complete patterns and instructions for 30 charming, wind-driven toys: Signaling
Trainman, Flying Puffin, Colonial Dame, many more. Only inexpensive materials
and a few tools needed. 113 illustrations.
Over 50 color photos, 80 patterns and mechanical drawings, with clear, concise,
step-by-step instructions, reveal all the reader must know to successfully create
twelve original whirligig projects made from wood and/or metal, including
imaginative, original designs that all will enjoy. Each project has been designed,
built, and tested by the author to ensure success. The detailed text provides tips
for simplifying layout and construction techniques, the proper use of bearings and
balance to spin whirligigs in minimal wind, along with practical woodworking,
metalworking, and decorating techniques. This book is a must for every
craftsperson with a flair for things mechanical!
Invaluable guide offers detailed descriptions, drawings of masting, rigging, and
major fittings of American clippers and packets. Also includes wealth of details on
deck furniture. 279 line drawings.
Traces the history of the whirligig, provides complete plans for making birds,
animals, and people, and includes tips on weathervanes and mechanical
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whirligigs
Illustrated instructions for making twelve simple wooden toys including a freight
train, cargo ship, helicopter, and others.
Easy-to-follow instructions include diagrams for everything from a one-room
house for bluebirds to a forty-two-room structure for purple martins. 56 plates; 4
figures.
Intended as much for entertainment as instruction, contains toys and games that
were originally featured in the pages of Popular mechanics, some dating back to
100 years ago.
A step-by-step guide to creating reproductions of American folk-art objects that
includes suggestions on the selection of materials and equipment and the
techniques of decorating and finishing
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Not remotely preachy' - The Times 'Jaunty, shrewd and
convincing' - Sunday Telegraph 'Admirably honest, light, bubbly and remarkably rarely
annoying.' - Alice O'Keeffe, Guardian 'Truthful, modern and real' - Stylist 'Brave, witty and
brilliantly written' - Marie Claire Ever sworn off alcohol for a month and found yourself drinking
by the 7th? Think there's 'no point' in just one drink? Welcome! There are millions of us. 64% of
Brits want to drink less. Catherine Gray was stuck in a hellish whirligig of Drink, Make horrible
decisions, Hangover, Repeat. She had her fair share of 'drunk tank' jail cells and topless-in-ahot-tub misadventures. But this book goes beyond the binges and blackouts to deep-dive into
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uncharted territory: What happens after you quit drinking? This gripping, heart-breaking and
witty book takes us down the rabbit-hole of an alternative reality. A life with zero hangovers,
through sober weddings, sex, Christmases and breakups. In The Unexpected Joy of Being
Sober, Catherine Gray shines a light on society's drink-pushing and talks to top neuroscientists
and psychologists about why we drink, delving into the science behind what it does to our
brains and bodies. Much more than a tale from the netherworld of addicted drinking, this book
is about the escape, and why a sober life can be more intoxicating than you ever imagined.
Whether you're a hopelessly devoted drinker, merely sober-curious, or you've already ditched
the drink, you will love this book. 'Haunting, admirable and enlightening' - The Pool 'A riveting,
raw, yet humorous memoir with actionable advice.' - Annie Grace, author of This Naked Mind
'Like listening to your best friend teach you to be sober. Lighthearted but serious, it's packed
with ideas, tools, tips and, most importantly, reasons for living a sober life.'- Eric Zimmer, host
of podcast The One You Feed 'Gray's fizzy writing succeeds in making this potentially boringas-hell subject both engaging and highly seductive' - The Bookseller 'Her exquisitely crafted
thoughts on the joys of being sober are not only deeply honest and pragmatic, but she
manages to infuse tons of humor. This is a delightful, informative, and compelling read for all
those who are sober or seeking sobriety.' - Sasha Tozzi, Huffington Post
Uniting form and function without complicated joinery or the need for a shop full of tools this
crafting guide offers step-by-step instructions and patterns for 24 unique keepsake boxes,
made exclusively with the scroll saw. Incorporating popular scroll saw techniques like fretwork,
segmentation, intarsia, and layering, the projects include a holiday card holder, a desktop
organizer, a patriotic flag box, and themed ideas for hikers, patriots, cowboys, and poker
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players. Favorites from pattern designers such as John Nelson, Gary Browning, and Rick and
Karen Longabaugh are included as well as many other celebrated favorites from the pages of
Scroll Saw Woodworking & Crafts.
Action Whirligigs25 Easy-to-Do ProjectsCourier Corporation
Auggie and her grandfather use found objects to transform the appearance of their home and,
in the process, change a whole town's perceptions of beauty and art.
"Juliet is failing to juggle motherhood and her stalled-out dissertation on confessional poetry
when her husband, Michael, informs her that he wants to leave his job and buy a sailboat. With
their two kids - Sybil, age seven, and George, age two - Juliet and Michael set off for Panama,
where their forty-four foot sailboat awaits them. The initial result is transformative; the marriage
is given a gust of energy, Juliet emerges from her depression, and the children quickly
embrace the joys of being feral children at sea. Despite the stresses of being novice sailors,
the family learns to crew the boat together on the ever-changing sea. The vast horizons and
isolated islands offer Juliet and Michael reprieve - until they are tested by the unforeseen. Sea
Wife is told in gripping dual perspectives: Juliet's first person narration, after the journey, as
she struggles to come to terms with the life-changing events that unfolded at sea, and
Michael's captain's log, which provides a riveting, slow-motion account of these same
inexorable events, a dialogue that reveals the fault lines created by personal history and
political divisions."--Publisher description.
Designing and making successful automata involves combining materials, mechanisms and
magic. Making Simple Automata explains how to design and construct small scale, simple
mechanical devices made for fun. Materials such as paper and card, wood, wire, tinplate and
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plastics are covered along with mechanisms - levers and linkages, cranks and cams, wheels,
gears, pulleys, springs, ratchets and pawls. This wonderful book is illustrated with examples
throughout and explains the six golden rules for making automata alongside detailed step-bystep projects. Magic - an unanalyzable charm, a strong fascination so that the whole is more
than the sum of its parts. Superbly illustrated with 110 colour photographs with examples and
detailed step-by-step projects.
Highlighted by two hundred full-color photographs, a celebration of American crafts and
decorative arts and the artists who create them showcases masterpieces of furniture, wood,
ceramics, glass, fiber, jewelry, metal, and basketry from the past two centuries, along with a
look at how craft has shaped American history, arts, vitality, and identity. 25,000 first printing.
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